Charcot’s paradox
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Jean-Martin Charcot (1825-1893), considered the father of modern neurology, had a particular interest in pathology and learned to value anatomical findings. Among his main contributions is the use of the anatomo-clinical method in neurology. Although described as cold and impatient in his interpersonal relations, Charcot had a great affection for animals. He had two dogs in his home, which he called Carlo and Sigurd, and a little monkey, Rosalie. Despite his fascination with neuropathology and anatomo-clinical correlations, Charcot disapproved of studies using animal species other than humans, a seemingly paradoxical attitude. As a result, Charcot’s human studies resulted in important advances in neurology as, prior to his research, anatomical observations of animals were extrapolated to humans, leading to conceptual errors.
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RESUMO
Jean-Martin Charcot (1825-1893), considerado o pai da neurologia moderna, teve sua formação direcionada para a patologia, aprendendo a valorizar achados anatômicos. Entre as principais contribuições de Charcot está o uso do método anatomoclínico aplicado à neurologia. Descrito como frio e impaciente em suas relações interpessoais, Charcot mostrava, no entanto, um grande afeto pelos animais. Ele tinha dois cachorros em sua residência, a quem chamou de Carlo e Sigurd, e uma pequena macaca, Rosalie. Apesar de sua fascinação com a neuropatologia e as correlações anatomo-clínicas, Charcot foi contra estudos com outras espécies de animais que não humanos, o que pode parecer um paradoxo. Entretanto, seus estudos trouxeram avanços importantes para a Neurologia, uma vez que, antes de suas descobertas, as observações anatômicas dos animais eram extrapoladas para os humanos, levando a erros conceituais.
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ABSTRACT
Jean-Martin Charcot (1825-1893), considered the father of modern neurology, had a particular interest in pathology and learned to value anatomical findings. Among his main contributions is the use of the anatomo-clinical method in neurology. Although described as cold and impatient in his interpersonal relations, Charcot had a great affection for animals. He had two dogs in his home, which he called Carlo and Sigurd, and a little monkey, Rosalie. Despite his fascination with neuropathology and anatomo-clinical correlations, Charcot disapproved of studies using animal species other than humans, a seemingly paradoxical attitude. As a result, Charcot’s human studies resulted in important advances in neurology as, prior to his research, anatomical observations of animals were extrapolated to humans, leading to conceptual errors.
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A FASCINATION WITH THE ANATOMO-CLINICAL METHOD

Among Charcot’s main contributions is the use of the anatomo-clinical method in neurology. This method, created by the Italian pathologist, Giovanni Battista Morgagni (1682-1771), and improved by René Laennec (1781-1826), a French physician who invented the stethoscope, involved correlating patients’ longitudinal clinical findings with...
autopsy analyses using microscopy and photography. Charcot worked at La Salpêtrière Hospital, which, at the time, was merely an asylum transformed into a hospital that housed many patients with neurological diseases or, as he referred to it, a musée pathologique vivant (a “living museum of pathology”), providing a wealth of material for his studies. Through his own efforts, he turned the center into a reference for neurological cases in the 19th century, creating “the Mecca of clinical neurology.” As the bodies of many patients who died at the hospital were not claimed by relatives, Charcot was frequently able to carry out studies and autopsies, giving him the opportunity to describe and categorize many neurological morbidities. This was particularly important to him as he believed that “a physician is only as good a clinician as he is a pathologist.” Various neurological conditions and pathologies still bear Charcot’s name, reflecting his importance in the field of neurology: amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (Charcot’s disease), hereditary sensory-motor neuropathy (Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease), tabes dorsalis arthropathy (Charcot’s arthropathy) and primary intracerebral hemorrhage (microaneurysms of Charcot-Bouchard). Many other, no less important, conditions were also described by Charcot: multiple sclerosis, Parkinson’s disease and Tourette Syndrome. In addition to being able to correlate clinical and anatomical findings, Charcot made important contributions to neuroanatomy, since prior knowledge in this area was based on the findings of animal dissections, which did not always correspond to the findings in humans.

CHARCOT’S RELATIONSHIP WITH ANIMALS

Although described as cold, reserved, austere and impatient in his interpersonal relations, Charcot had a great affection for animals. According to his biographies, including the classic Charcot Intime by Guinon, Charcot had two dogs in his home, at 217 Boulevard Saint-German, Paris, that he called Carlo and Sigurd (Figure 1), as well as a small female monkey, called Rosalie (Figure 2A and 2B), that was his favorite. Rosalie would keep him company even during his meals, and Charcot took care of her food and laughed at her pranks. The monkey was a gift from Dom Pedro II, Emperor of Brazil, and belonged to the species Cebus apella, which is common in Brazil and is known for being smart, friendly and funny. Goetz et al., in their very famous book about Charcot, Charcot: Constructing Neurology, mention a well-known tale involving Rosalie, as recalled by Charcot’s granddaughter. During a dinner at Charcot’s house, attended by numerous international authorities, the little monkey climbed onto the dining room table, which was elegantly decorated for the occasion, and completely dismantled the centerpiece. However, rather than upsetting the guests, the incident helped to set them at ease.

CHARCOT’S PERSONAL ETHICS

Charcot’s love of animals would appear to have gone beyond mere professional concern. Previous reports describe that the physician was against hunting and bullfighting, in addition to not allowing vivisection or experiments involving animals at La Salpêtrière Hospital – most of his neuroanatomical and neuropathological studies were based on human autopsies. Even in his office, there was a sign with the words: “You will find no dog laboratory here.” The attitude contrasted with his great interest in autopsy studies in patients who died at the hospital, which led to the discovery of several neurological diseases. The use of animals in scientific research and for drug testing is currently the subject of considerable controversy. Kirk recently published...
an article on this issue entitled *Recovering the principles of humane experimental technique: The 3Rs and the human essence of animal research*. The author emphasizes the importance of the seminal book published by Russel and Burch in 1959, *The Principles of Humane Experimental Technique*, and discusses the 3Rs, or the replacement, reduction and refinement of animal research, which govern the use of animals in scientific procedures. Neurological research using non-human primates is also currently a subject of debate. Another important related issue is the use and postmortem removal of human tissue for research, which has created many legal and ethical dilemmas. This issue was recently discussed by Klioueva et al. in a paper on the development of the code of conduct for brain banking and its foundations. These papers enable Charcot’s controversial and paradoxical position to be discussed in the context of, and compared with, current views on these issues.

**CONCLUSION**

Despite his fascination with neuropathology and anatomical-clinical correlations, Charcot disapproved of studies with animal species other than humans. Nevertheless, Charcot’s studies resulted in important advances in neurology, as prior to his research, anatomical observations of animals were extrapolated to humans, leading to conceptual errors. Despite his refusal to allow animal experiments or vivisection, Charcot became famous around the world for his descriptions of many pathologies.
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